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Welcome to topic # 033… Today, Master 
Gregson and I will look at the use of 
handcuffs in the Victorian period.



Handcuffs were used to 
detain nine persons in 

the Canon:



Jefferson Hope in A Study in Scarlet
Jonathan Small in The Sign of the Four
John Clay in “The Red-Headed League” 

(referred to as “derbies,” but 
pronounced “darbies”)



Abe Slaney in “The Dancing Men”
Patrick Cairns in “Black Peter”
Josiah Brown in “Six Napoleons”
Culverton Smith in “Detective”

Count Sylvius and Sam Merton in 
“Mazarin Stone”



Restraining prisoners, criminals, 
slaves, or others to deter their 

ability to flee or injure people most 
likely dates back to prehistoric times.



Bindings made of hides or 
other material were probably 

the first such bonds.



Once metal work 
developed, hand and 
foot shackles were 

designed.



These were most likely created 
even prior to coins, appearing in 
the Bronze Age and requiring a 

rivet to secure them.



The Greeks and others 
used shackles to control 

prisoners of war.



Chariots full of these devices 
would be brought to the 

battlefield in anticipation of 
the enemies’ capture.



The design involved a u-
shaped piece of metal 

around the wrists and closed 
by a bar that could either…



…be stamped shut as a 
more permanent device or 

locked to restrain 
someone temporarily.



This “one size fits all” 
device created a major 

drawback.



Prisoners with small 
enough hands or wrists 
could slip them off and 

escape.



In the early 1800s, the most common 
handcuffs used in Britain were the 

“Bango,” which resembled a double oxen 
yoke for the hands and did not permit…



…any movement, and the “Flexible” 
(or Darby) with a link between the 
cuffs on each hand that allowed 

some movement, such as for eating.



Both of these were still 
“one size fits all” and 

required some effort to 
place on the prisoner.



The introduction of ratchets, patented by 
W.V. Adams in 1862, on a cuff with a 

“swing gate” created the first adjustable 
bindings to fit large and small wrists.



Several additional modifications to 
this design by John Tower included 
the ratchet notches on the inside of 

the swing gate, the placement…



…of the lock case on the side of 
the frame, and a release button to 
keep the cuffs from locking until 
applied to the prisoner’s wrist.



Such restraints, however, 
could be shimmied by sliding 
a piece of metal between 
the two sides of the cuff.



They were also difficult to 
lock because the key had to 

be turned several times.



These drawbacks, however, 
were addressed in 1912 by 

George Carney.



The device he patented resemble 
those used today: a lightweight, 
swing-thru gate design that could 

be secured without a key.



Easily slapped onto a 
person’s wrist, a policeman 
only needed one hand to 

quickly restrain a criminal.



The major parts of 
a handcuff include:



• The single strand, the moving part 
that loosens or tightens the cuff 

• The teeth or ratchet at the end of 
the single strand to hold it in place 

after passing into 
• The double strand or gap that holds 

the single strand in place by
• The pawl, which is spring-loaded and 

must be moved up to allow the single 
strand to pass into the double 
strand. This is accomplished by 

inserting a key into 



• The keyway
• A rivet connects the single 
strand to the double strand and 
is what allows the cuff to adjust 

around the wrist
• A link attaches the two cuffs 

and allows limited movement



In three cases in the Canon, 
handcuffs are referred to as 
“bracelets,” and interestingly…



…women actually wore gold 
bracelets that resembled 

handcuffs in the late 
Victorian era.



These were often presented 
by a gentleman to a young 

woman in place of an 
engagement ring…



…to indicate the woman 
was now “bound” to her 

future husband.



Whether criminal or future bride, 
either might be told they “had a 

fine pair of bracelets.”



… yes, but we’ll be 
back with another 

topic soon…

So we have completed 
topic # 032 in our 

series… 
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